OKLAHOMA CONSTITUTIONAL CARRY
What is Constitutional Carry? Bill 2597 SIGNED INTO LAW BY GOV. KEVIN STITT
In Oklahoma, the term constitutional carry, refers to the legal carrying of a handgun,
either openly or concealed, without a license or training requirement.
What does Constitutional Carry actually mean for you?
Our mission at Shadow Guardian Tactical is training. We feel that sensible citizens that are
responsible gun owners realize that gun ownership and training go hand-in-hand. Professional
training is an essential component for the safety of everyone when handling any potentially
lethal piece of equipment.
What people should understand is nothing changes in regard to the multitude of gun laws, use
of force rules of engagement, safety requirements, and criminal or civil liability with the passage
of constitution carry. The only change is the individual citizen are personally responsible now for
seeking out this training and information without being mandated by the state through gun carry
permits.
If you choose not to attain the necessary training on your own from a professional source you
simply are placing yourself at serious risk of injuring yourself or others, and becoming civilly and
criminally liable. Remember, ignorance of law is not a criminal defense in court.
I personally feel the same responsible gun owners and law abiding citizens that previously
sought out this crutial training and information will continue to do so, and the rest will continue
carrying as before, endangering themselves and others, and placing themselves in legal peril.
So, nothing really changes except the burden is now solely on you to do the right thing.
Our offical view is, the entire Constitution of the United State of America should be defended as
interpreted by the US Supreme Court, and all citizens eligible to possess firearms should be
responsible gun owners and seek out the necessary training to prevent legal liability and
unnecessary tragedy.
Shadow Guardian Tactical supports constitutional carry and will continue to offer courses covering
Firearms Safety, Familiarization, Shooting Fundamentals & Accuracy, and Oklahoma Gun Carry Law
Review regardless. We feel as professional trainers it’s our civic duty.
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